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1. EVENT ORGANISER
JetPower Event GmbH
Burgwaldring 15
86697 Oberhausen
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0)84 31 / 43 280 - 10
info@jets-props.com
www.jetpowerevent.com
www.jets-props.com
2. PERSONAL CONTACTS
Walther Bednarz, CEO
Emmerich Deutsch
Burgwaldring 15
86697 Oberhausen
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0)84 31 / 43 280 - 10
info@jets-props.com
www.jets-props.com
3. VENUE
Donauwörth - Genderkingen airfield
An der Forstmahd 1
86682 Genderkingen
Germany
The event organiser retains the right of access over the entire event site for the full
duration of the event in respect of set-up, the period of the event, and dismantling.
4. EVENT DATE
Event duration: 09. - 11.09.2022
Opening times
Friday, 09.09.2020
from 9.00 am to 6.00 pm
Saturday, 10.09.2020 from 9.00 am to 7.00 pm
Aftershow-Party
from 8.00 pm to 1.00 am
Sunday, 11.09.2020

JetPower Event GmbH
Burgwaldring 15
86697 Oberhausen
Germany

from 9.00 am to 5.00 pm

Telefon +49 (0) 84 31 / 43 280 - 10
Fax
+49 (0) 84 31 / 43 280 - 49
Email info@jets-props.com
www.jets-props.com

Geschäftsführer Jochen Graf, Walther Bednarz,
Dennis Puhane
Prokurist
Emmerich Deutsch
Umsatzst.-ID
DE 315 747 119
Registergericht Ingolstadt, HRB 10518
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5. START OF SET-UP
From Tuesday 06.09.2020 to Thursday 10.09.2020 from 9.00 am to 7.00 pm
Longer set-up times are only possible with permission of the Fair management.
6. CLOSE OF REGISTRATION
31.05.2022
The areas available are allocated when registrations are received.
Exhibitors at previous JetPower Fairs have priority over new exhibitors.
7. SUPERVISION
The event organiser is responsible for the general supervision of the site and the Fair marquee,
but has no obligation of care concerning stands and goods.
The exhibitor himself is responsible for the supervision of his stand, especially during the setup and dismantling periods, including objects in the open-air areas and the parking areas provided.
8. EXHIBITOR PASSES
Access to the Fair site is only granted to persons carrying exhibitor passes provided by the
event organiser. These are valid exclusively for the exhibitors, stand staff and team pilots specifically named on them!
Passes are not transferrable.
9. APPROVED TYPES OF SALES GOODS (GOODS INDEX)
The goods to be exhibited must conform to the goods index as stated in the constitution of the
Jets & Props fair (no drones, no toys).
10. STAND AREA, DIRECT SALES, ADVERTISING
General permission is granted for direct sales of goods produced by this branch of the model
industry, also of goods produced in-house by low-volume manufacturers.
Sub-letting of the hired stand area is not permitted (exception: registered joint stands).
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Sales must not be accompanied by promotional methods which might alter the character of
the event. This includes the use of microphones and loudspeakers. Hospitality stands, raffles
and competitions are not permitted.
Advertising may only be displayed in or at the exhibitor’s stand, or using the advertising spaces
designated for the purpose on the site of Jets & Props. These are available at extra cost.
It is prohibited to distribute printed matter of any kind outside the exhibitor’s stand, including
the designated parking areas.
At his discretion the event organiser may grant an exceptional permit in individual cases. Written application is required.
11. FAIR STAND DESIGN AND FITTINGS, MISCELLANEOUS
The event is intended to be a high-quality exhibition with the character of a Fair, and to this end
each stand is required to conform to the following minimum standards:
	Each exhibitor must provide clear separation for his stand area, using whatever means he
prefers. These measures are to include back and side walls, and may consist of rigid walls,
fabric panels or banners. Rigid walls can be ordered at the time the stand is booked.
2. 	Goods should be sold over a sales counter. If necessary, the counter can also be ordered
at the time the stand is booked. Suitably covered beer table sets may also be used.
3. 	If the stand is open, it is fundamentally essential to provide a floor covering for the stand
area. Simply laying sales goods on the wooden floor does not conform to the high-quality
character of the Fair which is our aim.
4. It is not permitted to display sales stands and flipcharts outside the stand area.
5. Adequate stand lighting should also be provided.
6. 	If an exhibitor cannot supply his own Fair stand and fittings, we can offer a complete or
partial ready-made stand. Details are shown on the registration form, which also lists the
options and prices.
7. 	If copies of copyright material are to be available at the Fair stand, a relevant permit must
be obtained. Fees, e.g. to GEMA (German copyright association), are payable by the exhibitor.
8. 	Exhibitors must keep valuable and easily transportable objects under lock and key outside
the opening times of the exhibition marquee.
9. 	The exhibition stand must be left in a clean state at the end of each day. The exhibitor is
responsible for disposal of packaging materials and waste of all kinds. Either take the waste materials with you, or take it to the collection points provided on the Fair site. When you
register for a stand we will charge a one-time waste disposal fee of € 12 per stand, which
must be pre-paid together with the stand fee. There is no need to sort the waste material.
10.	The power supply in the exhibition marquee is switched off by Security after the Fair closes
each evening. Overnight charging of batteries and the use of other mains-powered equipment at night is not possible. Please remember this point!
1.

We trust that you will join us in ensuring that the new Jets & Props displays a professional
image to our visitors, as this will in turn mean greater success for you.
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12. FLIGHT DISPLAYS, FLYING SLOTS
The planning and execution of the company slots and display flying slots are the responsibility
of the event organiser and his team. The Manufacturer Flight Show is planned as follows: All
model manufacturers (no accessory manufacturers) registered by 31.05.2022 will be
allocated company slots. It is essential to observe the final registration date for the Fair stand,
because the size of the booked stand area has a direct influence on the duration of all flight
slots. The available time frame for the Manufacturer Flight Show is from 10.00 am to 6.00 pm,
minus buffer time and display flying interludes. After close of registration the Fair management
team will calculate a factor based on the booked stand area and the available time frame. This
factor, combined with the booked stand area, decides the duration of the individual company
slots.
To ensure that no delays of any kind occur at the flightline, the Flightline Director and his assistants are instructed to keep strictly to the allocated flight times. Delays at take-off due to
late appearance of the pilots or non-functioning technology do not extend the slot. The take-off
times will be announced with ample notice. If a pilot significantly exceeds his allocated flight
time, and does not conform to the Flightline Director’s landing instructions, he will forfeit his
slot on the following day.
These strict rules will guarantee that the manufacturer slots are completed smoothly and fairly.
Only 2.4 GHz radio control systems are permitted for use in all flying displays, company slots
and display flight slots.
All models which are registered by exhibitors for a flying slot will be subjected to a visual technical and electronic inspection by a competent official designated by the event organiser.
Mo-dels which are not presented for this examination before flying will not be permitted to take
off. All models which clearly have a take-off weight of more than 25 kg will be subjected to a
weight check before flying. The event organiser will make suitable weighing equipment
available at the flightline, together with a trained individual who will determine the model’s
exact take-off weight.
If a model is registered for flying whose take-off weight is more than 25 kg, an appropriate valid
approval certificate and the necessary insurance must be available for inspection.
Foreign approval and insurance certificates are acceptable and will be recognised,
provided that they apply to models weighing more than 25 kg or a lesser minimum. However,
pilots must be resident in the country in which the approval is issued, e.g. a German citizen is
not permitted to fly a model with a French approval certificate.
Caution: many insurance policies apply only to models weighing less than 25 kg. Check beforehand, and extend your insurance protection if necessary.
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13. DEPOSIT AND DISMANTLING
When you collect the Exhibitor documents from the Fair office we will require a deposit of 200 €
per stand; this can be lodged in cash or by credit card.
The deposit will be repaid if the stand is left in a clean state on the Sunday. If the exhibitor
clears and leaves the stand before the end of the event, the organiser will retain the deposit,
and the exhibitor will be excluded from participation in future Jets & Props Fairs.
The event ends on Sunday at 5 p.m.
Goods must not be removed, and the stand must not be dismantled in whole or in part, before
the conclusion of the event.
The exhibition area is to be cleared by 6.00 pm on Monday 12.09.2022 at the latest. It must
be returned in the condition in which it was accepted.
All traces of carpet tape and adhesive must be removed.
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